DIGITAL FILM

I

t comes to something when an entire industry might have to change its
name. The "film" business has done very well under that title for the last one
hundred years, but now that the 21st century has arrived the name itself is
in jeopardy. Because film is on its way out - or, at least, that's what the alpha-

geeks would have you believe.
As Star Wars-supremo George Lucas exerts his influence on the hardware
industry (see right) which is now scampering
around to fulfil his every need, everywhere the
industry is starting to ring to the digital mantra high-definition video cameras to shoot your movie,
completely digital post-production, then distribution via the internet or satellite to cinemas with dig-

Digital film lab guineapig Pleasantville had to
be completely regraded
for a 50s look

ital projectors to show your "film."
Except, of course, it won't be like that for a very
long time. In the meantime, before we get digital

whether we like it or not, the industry is free to pick
and choose the best bits of the technology. Which is
where the digital film lab comes in.
Originally pioneered by Cinesite
on Pleasantuille, the every-day tale of
two present-day teenagers trapped
inside the re-run of a 1950s television
show, the digital film lab allowed the
director and DoP to control every
frame of a film in the same way as
their counterparts in the commercials
world do.

"Originally, the idea was to scan in
the whole movie for use on DVD, CDs or VHS
instead of having film in the archives gradually
deteriorating," explains Pete Williams, display
imaging manager at Cinesite Europe. "Then they
thought 'if we digitise the whole movie, we can do
what we like with it afterwards.' The D0P has free-

Pleasantyule may be the first

ner, The Digital Film Lab. "I saw the

film to lay claim to having gone

difference in quality and the

through a digital lab, but Lava is

potential for simplifying and improv-

the first UK film to do so.
Producer Michael Riley (Loop, In

ing effects and opticals," her says.
The film has few special effects,

A Land of Plenty) says he "had

but contains a large number of

been extremely disappointed with

speed changes and opticals, for

the standard of

which Soho

Sl6mm-35mm

Images used

blow-ups on

its Inferno.

other projects,"
so was specially

Because the
whole film was

attracted to the

digitised, the

idea of going

director could

the digital route.
On his next
project, Lava (above), a £1 m
revenge comedy, he decided on
the technique after seeing a showreel by Soho Images' Danish part-

even add unplanned extras:
a banner at the Notting Hull
Carnival was replaced one for the
film. "I'll be doing all my films like
this from now on," says Riley.
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One film exemplifies the possibilities
of digital film:
Star Wars:

-

-

body else's lips and pasting in the

editing machine," says McCaIlum.

last eight frames which were morphed."

"From now on, we want to go straight

And rather than shooting scenes

Lucas's word is that "by shooting it

until he got the best performances

Menace. Not

from all the actors, Lucas would cut

digitally, I'm able to save a huge

only did direc-

costs and time by compositing

amount of money. Projecting it, I could

tor George

together the best performances from

save even more," though the verdict

Lucas make

individual takes.

on the quality of Phantom's digital

use of exten-

Smith reckons that using digital

projection is mixed. One cinematogra-

sive digital

footage didn't present many difficul-

pher says colour rendering was in-

post-produc-

ties, beyond HDCam's 30fps speed

accurate, with skin tones sometimes

tion techniques, he also shot just

("if you took at it carefully, that is

"not at all realistic." But an max pro-

under 10 minutes of high-def video

problematic"). Differences in contrast

jectionist says image was better than

footage for the film. It was also the

levels were the only real hurdles, he

the 35mm image in every way.

first major film to be screened

believes. Sony, however, is launching

digitally, appearing in four digital cin-

a 24p HDCam, which it's been work-

Paul Collard

emas in the US last summer.

ing on almost entirely for Lucas's

doubts Lucas

Soho Images'

benefit, following his and producer

and McCallum's

besides the more obvious fx shots.

Rick McCaltum's pronouncement that

statements.

According to editor Paul Martin

the next Star Wars film would be shot

"They're not

Smith, he and Lucas were able to

entirely on digital cameras. "Phantom

going to jeopar-

redub lines and reblock actors when

Menace was a completely digital film.

dise the quality

necessary. "One time, we actually

It no longer makes sense for us to

of the movie on

changed the actor's lips to match

shoot in film, then transfer the neg to

something that's

what she looped by shooting some-

tape, then digitise the tape into our

not yet ready."

Phantom had many invisible fx,

Digital domain
The ubiquitous computer

has made it to parts of
the film business
previously untouched
Rob Buckley asks if
video cameras, film-free
projectors and digital
film labs will change
the experience
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from the camera into the Avid."

The Phantom

dom to do with the image what he likes. Previously, you'd have to do that in the laboratory."
With DVD production now almost mandatory
for any film aiming for life after a theatrical
release, the production of a digital intermediate
is a matter of course. But, normally, it's done by
telecineing a release print. The digital lab offers
an end-to-end system with the rushes scanned or
telecined initially, the film edited and composited
digitally, and then release prints made by recording out from the digital intermediate (or from an
interpositive made in a similar way). The same
intermediate can also be used for all the various
other formats needed.
"If you're making a feature for a big network
like NBC," says Men in White Coats' head of production Simon Frayne, "you could well be looking at a theatrical release if it's successful. But
before you do a deal with them, you have to agree
to provide them with countless delivery formats DVD, VHS, NTSC, PAL, HD, dubbed, the inifight

"-;

.

.

movie version... If you have a digital intermediate, you don't have to worry about that. And ifyou
do all your fx work at 2k resolution, if it does get
a theatrical release, it'll be ready."
But scanning or telecineing an entire feature
costs money (scanning particularly), so do you
gain enough initially? Digital Lab proponent Paul
Collard, deputy md of Soho Images, says that's for
the producer to decide. "If you're not going to be
doing many fx, you might not even think about it.
But, if you are, it's cost-effective." Collard points
out that as soon as you start having to scan in
material for any effects, your post budget shoots
up. On a 35mm film with 25 hours of fx work or
less, digital is more expensive, but when you
reach 50 hours, it's about £20k cheaper. And if you
want a new look for the whole film with only basic
fx work, he suggests it can be a third of the price.
A former Kodak employee who helped develop
the bleach-bypass development process, Collard
also emphasises the additional flexibility of the
31
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digital route. "If you wanted to do a bleach-bypass
most agree
the first major film to be shown digitally
effect" for its dark subdues tones, "you could While
only
on the merits of
in the UK (left), looked stunning, Pete
do it on a whole stretch of film and not just a single
,. digital in postr
William s of Cinesite believes that's
frame or part of a frame like you can digitally."
because of the cg nature of the film - "It
Wffliams agrees. "The quality of what a lab proproduction, digital
doesn't have to look realistic." Warwick
duces varies from day to day, but you still have to
projection is someSound's Ernest Marsh, one of the few
match it up. And with a film effect like that, you'd
thing you either love
or hate right now.
have to do it to the master neg. Once it's developed,
people licensed to put audio tracks on
On paper, it's a
there's no going back except by reshooting. One of
prints, says "it'll be a sad day for cinema when they replace film with digital
the reasons producers like digital so much is
great idea Take your digital master, then
because it gives them safety. You just develop the
instead of recording it to film, simply
projection," while film critic Roger Ebert
feels digital projection is "85% as good
rushes, scan them in and then put them into a can.
beam it via encrypted satellite link to cmYou never even have to see them again."
CFC's Digital Lab boss Jan Høgevold also
emphasises the additional creativity a digital lab
can provide. "We're discovering all the very interesting things that can be done - dynamic grading to
increase the drama, darken a scene, imitate cloud
going over a dramatic moment. That's not new to
telecine, but it's new to someone using the old route.
It's not something you can do in your lab as an afterthought. It's real-time, too, whereas with the lab, it's
always an overnight process."
Of course, things can go wrong with digital too.
When Michael Riley gave Soho Images the neg from
Lava (see box p30) to run through its digital film lab,
not
did he have to face the horror of a neg cutter that had already scratched his film, but a

only

telecine without a wetgate. Fortunately, he'd
agreed a deal whereby Soho Images would deliver
a clean, digitised intermediate for a fixed price, so

If you're going to post the whole movie
digitally, why not shoot digitally as
well? It'll save you time and money
because you don't have to have rushes
scanned or telecined; and you can also
get a different look depending on the
format you pick - realistic style for the
DV formats or filmic with DigiBeta or
HDCam.
The pros are enough to persuade
Spike Lee to shoot Bamboozled with
Sony VX1 000s and Mike Figgis to use
MiniDV cameras on Time Code 2000.
Then there's the Danish Dogme project
which attempts to rid cinema of artifice
by going for ultra-realism in every aspect of production (no camera tripod,
no post-synching of dialogue and so
on)- In the UK, Daybreak (right) was
shot on DigiBeta with a £1 m budget.
Director Bernard Rudden reckons "DV
can be very close to film, or at least
have an aesthetic that isn't like video.
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emas. It cuts the cost of distribution to
about 1/40th of its current level, you

don't have to worry about print numbers,
disposal and piracy, you have a guaranteed quality of projection every time -

will have one or two digital screens and

However, many people disagree over

the cost of cleaning up the dust and scratches in
Inferno was passed down to them. Says Riley, "once
all the glitches are ironed out, I think everyone will
be doing it this way. I can't think of any real disadvantages to the process."
It's this initial scan that determines the quality

It'll answer a lot of
questions for filmmakers on low budgets."
But others have their
doubts. CFC's film lab
crew reckons the quality isn't anywhere near
good enough for their
work. Men in White Coats says that
while HD is too good, showing up all
the blemishes film forgives, it needs to
be lit far more exactingly and doesn't
have enough sensitivity to cope with
low lighting levels. Pete Williams of
Cinesite maintains that film has "ten
times the range of video" and so is a far
more subtle medium. And David Hays of
transfer company Efilm draws attention
to the shooting limitations video
introduces. "When someone moves
quickly, it's picked up between the
video's interlaced fields. Transferred to
film, you get a strobe effect."

upgrading their equipment.
suggests "by 2005, most multiplexes

customised for language and venue,

Horton of SVC thought Toy Story 2,

ones who have to make it possible by
Men in White Coats' Simon Frayne

you can even simultaneously premiere
your film worldwide with audio tracks

the quality of projection. While Tom

as film." Soho Images' Paul Collard
points out that it'll be exhibitors who
have the least to gain who'll be the

by 2010, roughly half the screens will
be digital. It's coming, but not as quickly as people think."

of the final output. Soho Images has a closed loop
system for taking rushes, telecineing them, recording them out then projecting them to see if it came
out identical to the original. Men in White Coats
does the same thing when it uses sister company
Complete's C-Reality (although it prefers its
Domino film scanners). That at least ensures everything is calibrated to give you unaltered output.
But think again if you're aiming for Imax, says
CFC's Høgevold, or even if you're got plenty of fx
shots: the telecine is just not up to the job. "2k just
isn't good enough for the things we do. You really
need to use a film scanner so that you can go up to
4k. Even ifyou end up going back down to 2k, it will
still look better."
Cinesite's Williams agrees up to a point.
Although he feels Philips' Datacine is great for most
things (particularly if you just want to grade the
film to give it a certain look), "if you've got a lot of
matte work, you'll need to scan the film or else
you'll lose the fine detail." But he warns against
in scans with
mix-and-matching. "You can't
telecine work since the resolution difference shows.
But you can do it on different sections of the film."
The concept of the digital lab is now taking a
firm hold in the minds offacilities that deal with features work. But producers and directors are being
converted as well. Says Soho Images' Collard,
"we've always assumed that directors would see the
benefits instantly, but we've discovered that as
soon as producers hear about it, they like it too."
Just make sure your facility has a wetgate.
U
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